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Vision Fitness T600 treadmill  
 

The T600 is designed for demanding
studio use and is of course an equally
excellent choice for anyone looking for a
durable and high-quality treadmill for
home use. The powerful 4.2 HP
continuous AC motor in combination with
a solid steel frame and maintenance-free,
reversible running deck ensures years of
reliable training use. The extra-large
running surface with 2-layer wax-
impregnated running mat is also
comfortable. The T600 console has 9
preset programs, including heart rate
training with extensive training feedback.

 CHF 5'249.00  
      

      

Reliability and durability have long been the hallmarks of Vision Fitness treadmills. The new T600 builds
on these strengths with a modern, streamlined design, an extra sturdy frame, an even larger running
surface and an even more powerful motor. The clear, bright display is easy to use and gives you clear
feedback on your workout.

Features:

powerful 4.2hp/3.2kW AC motor with dynamic Responsive Drive System for smooth and reliable
performance
Training computer with 10 x 14 dot matrix LED profile display, 19 alphanumeric LEDs with
scrolling feedback and associated HR zone display, as well as display for time, pace, incline,
distance, speed, level, calories, METs, target HR, current HR, profile
6 training programs (manual, interval, target+ (time target, distance target, calorie target),
random)
Fitness test
2 heart rate controlled training programs (target HR, weight reduction, including BMI test)
joint-friendly cushioning system with eight elastic shock absorbers arranged in such a way that
the softest is located at the point of impact and the hardest at the back for support - Ultra Zone
Cushioning System for excellent cushioning properties
Strap thickness 2.3mm, 2-ply, waxed, antistatic
Deck 25.4mm - pre-waxed, maintenance-free, coated on both sides and reversible
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Running mat/deck - the materials are matched so that friction remains constant and does not
increase during use; therefore no external lubrication with silicone spray required
Gradient electronically adjustable 0-15%
Speed electronically adjustable from 0.8-22 km/h in 0.1 km fine increments
Program direct selection buttons
Running surface 155 x 56cm
Belt thickness 2-ply, 2.3mm thick, waxed belt, antistatic
Roller diameter 7.6 cm
Height compensation
Handrails with closed construction
Loudspeaker
recommended retail price CHF 5'999.--

The Vision Fitness T600 treadmill requires a separately fused T23 socket for proper operation.
The supplied cable does not fit into normal sockets.

Use: home use to light institutional use, payload: approx. 182kg
Equipment dimensions: L215 x W91 x H154cm, weight 150kg
Accessories: integrated heart rate receiver, hand pulse sensors, 2-fold bottle holder, heart rate
transmitter belt, shelf for book/tablet
Warranty: CH service - home use: 2-year full warranty, light institutional use: 1-year full warranty

Engine power: 4.2HP/3.2kW AC Motor
Speed: 0.8-22km/h in 0.1 km/h steps
Tread: 155 x 56 cm
Gradient: 0-15% in 1% steps
Training computer: 10 x 14 dot matrix LED profile display
Displayed values: Time, pace, incline, distance, speed, level, calories, METs, target HR, current HR,
profile
Training programs: 6
Pulse-controlled programs: 2
User-defined programs: keine
Hand pulse sensors: Yes
Pulse receiver: 5kHz and Bluetooth
Multimedia: integrated speakers, cup holder
Foldable: No
Accessories: integrated pulse receiver, hand pulse sensors, 2-fold bottle holder, pulse transmitter belt,
tray for book/tablet
Options: Bluetooth transmitter belt, floor protection mat
Folding dimensions (length / width / height): No
Dimensions (length / width / height): L 215 x W 91 x H 154cm
Device weight: 150 kg
Payload: approx. 182 kg
Insert: Home to light institutional use
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